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 Details hurt too much to pin down the exact time one 

bull died in November. For drama, let's say, while I bid 

and bought four black oxen at a north of Angelo sale, a 

2006 model sired from Highland Scottish blood expired in 

the Barn Pasture on the 09 Divide for no known cause, 

reason, or excuse. 

 The timing might be rigged. The staging, however, 

falls perfect to prove the hollow horn business is less 

related to economics than holding Tupperware parties in an 

Asian neighborhood still using chopsticks. 

 Even if the connection between the death and the 

purchases are not exact, I know I left Mertzon at seven 

a.m. on the sixth of November to be at the sale pens in 

time to look over the bulls. On the pickup seat, a green 

tablet held the counts and pastures balanced against the 

bull numbers needed in February. The page also listed the 

bulls' ages. In pencil in the margin was the ranch's bank 

balance on the 5th of November at the Mertzon bank. 

Underneath, deep printed pencil marks gave an option: "You 

can always call this trip off, little cowboy." 

 The freeway through San Angelo, school bus stops and a 

couple of small towns took a lot of attention. On open 

spots, my left foot patted 18 beats to tabulate the current 



bull count. Four thumps more added four head to make 22 

bulls, less four thumps to deduct heifer bulls to turn out 

early leaves either an extra bull or one short. 

 Between Angelo and Bronte, I stopped by a ruined one-

room country schoolhouse. The sight through the broken 

windows onto floors that once held the desks and joined 

walls that once hung in blackboards to divert boyhood 

dreams of cattle drives and trap lines brought on regret 

more powerful than a Wall Street trader's vow to resign his 

seat. It brought back so clear Mother's plea to break the 

chain — to leave the ranch forever and seek riches and fame 

in the cities. 

 Back in the pickup, I decided to save one bull by 

shipping 25 old cows. I held the line, too, all the way 

through the bull peddler's pens to the beginning of the 

sale. Then it became so easy to raise my hand. Also, my 

choices turned into big bargains. Other buyers felt sorry 

for me, or maybe no one else appreciated the quality in my 

picks. In an hour or so, half what the old cows sold for 

the next sale day in Angelo was spent on four bulls. 

 The message on the cell phone after the bull sale 

ended came closer to causing a complex thrombosis than a 

foot patting. "I found the 'one over three bull' dead in a 

thicket on the west side of the one-section pasture" came 



the cowboy's voice. "I counted all of the bulls day before 

yesterday. He ain't been sick or crippled since the day he 

came on the ranch — not a mark on him." 

 Good news or bad, drouth or flood, you keep on going 

on a ranch. In 10 days a vet came to fertility test all the 

bulls except the ones I'd purchased already tested. I never 

moved far from Doc's microscope to hear the results 

quicker. I am telling you that you keep going on a ranch, 

good news or bad, but saying isn't the same as proving. I 

was mighty tense just supposing one turned up sterile. 

 We had good help. Doc brought along a nurse of a 

cowboy mighty handy at sliding the pipe behind the bulls at 

the right time and right place. But the big thing was that 

the tests showed to be strong, the bulls virile. That's 

what bulls are for, to breed cows, not to keep their heads 

in feed troughs, jump fences to breed the neighbor's heifer 

calves, and die premature deaths. 

 Time passed into fast chute work in plenty of thin 

residue. I don't know now why I started to the windmill by 

the deer camp to ask a man on a horse bringing the bulls a 

question, but at that moment a deer hunter's poodle began 

to yap across the fence. I thought then, and I think now: 

Old Lady Mitchell! My Gawd-a-Mighty! What has He wrought to 



sentence an old cowboy to a bull work surrounded by saucer 

dawgs and city folks? 

 The horseman stayed close to protect me. His old pony 

didn't know before that a human could keep in step with a 

horse. The bulls bellowed into a frightful frenzy of 

butting heads and pawing the dirt into dust clouds. No one 

laughed or cheered. The deer hunter's kid fired a salute, I 

guess with his BB gun. 

 At night, the bulls bellow in the stillness, but you 

can bet they aren't bellowing at hunters' poodle dogs. 


